
ANALYZE HANDWRITING APPLICATIONS

Like fingerprints, handwriting of each and every human being is different and unique from each other. Handwriting
reveals a lot about the personality of any.

If the writer has a wide left margin, the interest is in moving on. In this research, using graphical approach
based on a combination of signature and handwriting to predict the more personality using structure
algorithms and multiple artificial neural networks ANN. Generally speaking though, any employer who took
me on expecting me not to express a contradictory opinion would be in for a nasty shock. The modern
approach to handwriting analysis was established by a group of French clerics, led by Abbe Michon, who
defined key aspects of the science in the s, after 30 years of study. Signature analysis says that often, we
choose signature styles without knowing they may harm us. Again this provides useful information. Angle
Angled middle zone is the analytical style, the sharp points, rather than curves, give the impression of probing.
Wider upper zone loops indicate more of a tendency to dream up ideas and mull them over. It is in the basic
style of copy-book, though it is not taught in all schools. It is therefore an extremely useful tool in identifying
the quality and capacity of an individual's talents and potential, particularly in career guidance and improving
relationships. Like other powerful behavioural or intuitive models, it is not easy to explain how and why
graphology works, nevertheless it continues to be used, respected and appreciated by many because it achieves
a high level of results. Lower zone as in g, y, p, etc Lower loops are also varied and have different meanings.
Although she mitigated this with the opinion I was confrontational only when necessary. What is signature
analysis? You can access handwriting analysis pdf and take the handwriting analysis quiz. Compared with
psychometric tests, and interviews, handwriting analysis is a great deal cheaper, and can be a cost-effective
screening process to these more expensive methods. Arcade This means that the middle zone of the writing is
humped and rounded at the top like a series of arches. Check your own handwriting against these pointers to
see what you can learn or confirm about yourself, and see also how effective even just a few simple
graphology techniques can be in revealing personality style. How to Analyze Handwriting Graphology? It
shows that they can call on a variety of responses, to suit the occasion and indicates good coping mechanisms.
Your signature tells the world who you are. To check the theory I asked a close friend whether I was a 'quiet'
person. They are responders, rather than initiators. Wide spaces between words are saying - 'give me breathing
space'. Not just a complete personality profile of characteristics, many other things are revealed in your
handwriting, such as health issues, morality, past experiences, hidden talents, mental problems and much more
that you can't think of. Graphologists, however, do not judge you on the quality of your penmanship, and
Margaret White, who analysed my writing, assured me that hers is not the nicest either, and illegibility isn't
necessarily a negative factor. She now edits the Insitute's journal. The Romans used graphology, and through
the centuries since then various civilisations and cultures have analysed handwriting to identify the essence of
the person who produced it. How can you tell if an Android app is safe? The fact that you don't helps to
explain the reason graphology exists and why graphology can be used to interpret personality. By examining a
handwriting sample, an expert graphologist is able to identify relevant features of the handwritten script, and
the way the features interact. Signature area is classified using ANN based on five features and using multi
structure algorithms based on four features. For writers who do this and who have writing that is rather loose
in structure, the discipline of having to keep cool under pressure brings out the best in them. From a
graphologist's point of view, the legibility isn't necessarily an issue - but handwriting is impossible to fake, as
opposed to CVs , which tend to be increasingly 'embroidered', shall we say. It used sets of data testing after
training using back propagation with data. Small size can, logically, mean the opposite. The contribution of
this article is gratefully acknowledged. It is the combination of features, and the interaction between them that
enable a full and clear interpretation. Small size handwriting can also indicate a thinker and an academic,
depending upon other features in the script. These people do not generally find it easy to break new ground
socially. Wide right margin shows that there may be some fear of the unknown. Wavyline Wavyline
handwriting is often an amalgam of all or most of the other forms and is usually written by people who are
mentally mature and skilful. In fact, professional graphologists agree that bad handwriting is by no means a
sign of sloppy work or a lazy attitude to employment - it can frequently mean a high degree of intelligence and
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enthusiasm. The foot of the page shows energy, instincts and practicality.


